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Abstract 

This thesis deals with the subject of High-Resolution RADAR (HiRes RADAR) and the ap
plication in Compact Antenna Test Ranges (CATRs). In the period of time available the 
purpose of this study is to investigate existing HiRes algorithms and their application at the 
TU Eindhoven, Department of Electrical Engineering, Electromagnetics Division (EM). The 
selected algorithms are to be implemented in FORTRAN on a VAX-VMS system. These al
gorithms will be tested with simulations and experimental data. Another goal is to establish 
a good basic knowledge of Digital Signal Processing (DSP) in the EM group. 

First a bibliographic study is done to gather more information about DSP and existing (HiRes) 
algorithms. Due to the large numbers of publications on this subject, is it rather difficult to 
select the most relevant ones. Another problem which occurs is the spread over various dis
ciplines of science wanting do to some DSP, ranging from biology (MRI, etc.) to offshore 
(seismic measurements, earthquake prediction, etc.). 

From this bibliographic study follows that there has already been a lot of research in HiRes 
imaging, but there is a great need for experimental verification. Most research limits itself 
in testing the theoretical models which were used to create the algorithms. This is caused 
by the specialization of the researchers involved. Because of the availability of a CATR at 
the EM Division, the 'developed' algorithms can easily be tested and verified with a practical 
setup. 

Another project was updating the RCS-simulation progam RCS19. This program was needed 
for testing and verification of the (enhanced) imaging program. A better and more structured 
program was desired. Furthermore additional scatteres and the possibility to combine diverse 
scatterers or even load a measured/user defined (complex) scatterer, should be available. 

The following part covers how the simulated scatterers behave with the HiRes imaging pro
gram. It may be concluded that non-linear jnon-point scatterers do not extrapolate that well. 
Sometimes however, is it possible to separate the non-lineal' part from the 'point'-scatterers, 
resulting in much better results for them. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This thesis is the result of graduation work done at the Eindhoven University of Technology, 
Department of Electrical Engineering, Electromagnetics Division. This thesis deals with the 
subject of High-Resolution RADAR (HiRes RADAR) and its application in Compact Antenna 
Test Ranges (CATRs). 

In the period of time available the purpose is to investigate existing HiRes algorithms and 
their application at the TU Eindhoven CATR. The selected algorithms are to be implemented 
in FORTRAN on a VAX-VMS system. These algorithms will be tested with simulations and 
experimental data. Another goal is to establish a good basic knowledge of Digital Signal 
Processing (DSP) in the EM group. 

First a bibliographic study is done to gather more information about DSP and existing (HiRes) 
algorithms. Due to the large numbers of publications on this BU bject, is it rather difficult to 
select the most relevant ones. Another problem which occurs is the spread over various dis
ciplines of science wanting do to some DSP, ranging from biology (MRI, etc.) to offshore 
(seismic measurements, earthquake prediction, etc.). 

From this bibliographic study follows that there has already been a lot of research in HiRes 
imaging, but there is a great need for experimental verification. Most research limits itself 
in testing the theoretical models which were used to create the algorithms. This is caused 
by the specialization of the researchers involved. Because of the availability of a CATR at 
the EM Division, the 'developed' algoritlnns can easily be tested and verified with a practical 
setup. 

This work was started together with M .R. van del' Goot [30J, and later broken up into a HiRes 
imaging part and a Radar-Cross-Section simulation part for testing the HiRes imaging. In 
this thesis, the first part will treat the basic imaging algorithms and techniques, the second 
part will focus on the RCS-simulation program. After these parts an evaluation will be made 
of the performance of the HiRes imaging, using both simulations and measurements. 



Chapter 2 

HIRES ISAR IMAGING 

2.1 Introduction 

A radar image is the reconstruction of the spatial distribution of the microwave reflectivity 
density of an object [22],[30],[13],[29]. The image shows the position and magnitude of the 
reflection(s) of electromagnetic energy as a function of the two spatial coordinates, Cross and 
Down Range (also known as Doppler and Compre,'1sion Range). Principal applications for 
microwave imaging are: 

• Analytical and physical simulation of radar target signatures for determining responses 
of radar sensors. 

• Diagnostic methods for the identification and alteration of radar reflectivity components 
of complex objects. 

• Non-destructive and non-invasive testing for imaging through media which support 
microwave propagation. 

• Object recognition systems which use the image as an identifier unique to a particular 
object. 

A very important parameter in (radar) images is the resolution. The quality of a microwave 
image should not be judged by how closely it approximates the optical image, but rather 
how faithfully it represents the spatial distribution of microwave reflectivity. Due to the 
small wavelengths in the optical case, optical images have a large number of resolving ele
ments, whereas the microwave image is severly limited by its bandwidth and realizable aspect 
angles. Also there might be possible differences between the optical projections and the mi
crowave reflectivity projections, caused by e.g. partial penetration of microwaves into the 
object, mutual interferences in complex objects, etc. 

As in the optical case, resolution is determined by the (physical) dimensions of the measure
ment aperture (i.e. lens diameter in the optical case), relative to the wavelength. When we 
would like to get the same resolutions for microwave images as in the optical case, the aper
tures would have to increase accordingly as a consequence of the relatively large wavelengths 
of microwaves. But these sizes are not achievable due to limitations by physical and financial 
limits. A solution to this problem is to extend the aperture by synthesizing an imaginary 

2 
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aperture by moving the limited size aperture and repeating the measurements, storing the 
previous measurements. After this, the separate measurements are combined into a single 
large aperture. This method is called Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). A variation on this 
method is to rotate the object, keeping the transmitter and receiver apertures stationary. 
This is called Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR). The differences between SAR and 
ISAR are depicted in figure 2.1. 

a) Synthetic Aperture Radar 

y + 
v 

+ 

.. ~ 
T/R ............ '7 

b) Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar 
. _.' -' -'" --~ 

.-' V,~+ 
.. ' + I 

Y 

e 

~ 

T/R 

-----~+ 

Figure 2.1: Principals of Aperture Radar , a) SAR, b) ISAR. 

2.2 2-Dimensional Imaging 

The constructed radar image should be a reconstruction of the spatial distribution of the 
microwave reflectivity density of the object. The 3-dimensional reflectivity density function 
g(x, y, z) is first reduced to the 2-dimensional case g(x, y), by projection of the z-axis on the 
x-y-plane1 • This is expressed by the next relation: 

+00 

g(x,y) = J g(x,y,z)dz (2.1) 
-IX) 

We will consider the ISAR setup. In the ISAR measurements, the target is mounted on a 
positioner, which has (at least) one rotational axis in the x-y-plane2 • The transmitter and 
receiver antennas are stationary and negligibly close to each other (the (pseudo )monostatic 
radar case). This setup is shown in figure 2.2. 

IThis is a simplification. It is also possible to create 3-dimensional microwave images. This however, is 
beyond the scope of this work. 

2 3-dimensional imaging would require another (orthogonal) rotational axis. 
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....... 

""" T/R 

Figure 2.2: CATR measurement setup for ISAR 

In this figure, the down range is defined by v and the cross range is defined by u. For a given 
rotation 8, the signal from a particular down range v is defined by a line integral consisting 
of the projection of g(x, y) onto the v-axis. This is expressed by: 

+00 

po(v) = J go(u, v)du 
-00 

where: 

with: 

go(u, v) = g(x, y) 

u 

v 

x cos( 8) y sin( 9) 

x sine 8) + y cos( 9) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

The total received signal (in the far field) is defined by the integral of signals along the pro
jection, modified by the phase factor determined by the round-trip delay. If the propagation 
medium is homogenous and isotropic (Le. the propagation velocity and direction are not 
position dependent), the signal is expressed by: 

(2.6) 
-00 

(2.7) 
-00 -00 

+00 +00 J J g(x,y)e-j4;(lICOS«(J)+xsin{O»dxdy (2.8) 
-00 -00 
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Introducing two new variables fx and /y, and substituting these in equation (2.8), 

/x } sine 9) = 2: sine 9) 

2 2f 
fy = X cos( 9) 7 eos( 9) 

results in: 
+00+00 

G(jx, fy) '" J J g(x, y)e-j21r(J:r;x+!"y)d/xd/y 

-00 -00 

5 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

Equation (2.11), is expressed as a 2-dimensional Fourier transformation of g(x,y), having an 
inverse 2-dimensional Fourier transform: 

+00 +00 
g(x, y) rv J J G(Jx, fy)d21r(jxx+JYY)d/xd/y 

-00 -00 
Equations (2.11) and (2.12), make up a 2-dimensional Fourier transform pair: 

g(x, y) H- G(jx'/y) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

where g(x, y) is the spatial reflectivity density function and G(jx, /y) is the corresponding 
spatial spectrum. Substitution of frequency / and aspect angle (J yields: 

(2.14) 

and 
+00 +00 

g(x, y) '" J J G(j,9)ei21rJ:r;xej21rfYYdfxd/y (2.15) 
-00 -00 

(2.16) 

+00 '" J H(y,9)ej21f/:<xd/x (2.17) 
-00 

where, 
+00 

H(y,(J) = J G(j,(J)ej21ffYYd/y (2.18) 
-00 

which is the processing of the signal to down range. 

Equation (2.12) shows that g( x, y) could be determined by Fourier transforming G(Jx, /y), 
which is related to the measured data. Because g(x,y) is limited in the space domain, the 
G(jx,fy) will extend over the entire /x-fy-plane. However, evaluating equations (2.9) and 
(2.10), shows that the actual measured data is limited to a segment of an annular region, 
where lines of constant frequency are circles defined by: 

!; + /; = (2:) 2 (2.19) 

having a radius of c and lines of constant aspect angle are straight lines through the /x- /y
origin 0 (see figure 2.3). 
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2/ . f =-sm(8) 
x c 

2/ 
/, =-cos(8) 

Y c 

c 

c () 

o 
Figure 2.3: Annular region determined by the measured data in the Fx-Fy-plane. 

2.3 Unfocused and Focused Imaging 

Equation (2.12) states, that the image g(x, y) is to be generated by applying a 2-dimensional 
Fourier transformation on GU,8). When this is done with an 2-dimensional Fast-Fourier 
Transform (2D-FFT), data points should be on a rectangular grid. This is not the case with 
the measured points. As shown in figure 2.3, the measured data points lay on a polar grid. 
There are two possibilities for dealing with the problem of how to perform the 2D-FFT on 
the available data: 

Unfocused imaging: The measured data points can be used in the FFT directly (Le. using 
approximations like sin(x) ~ x, cos(x) ~ 1, f ~ fo}, when the angular span e and the 
bandwidth B is smalL In this case, the circular grid points almost form a rectangular 
grid. Since this introduces errors in the position of the data points, the image will be 
deformed and artifacts will be added. The larger the angle span and bandwidth, the 
larger the deformations of the calculated image. 

Focused imaging: Calculate the 2D-FFT with a rectangular grid over a larger angular span. 
Since the measured data does not coincide with the needed rectangular grid, an interpo
lation has to be performed to calculate the values of GU, 8) at the desired rectangular 
grid points. After performing a 2D·FFT on this grid a focused image is obtained. From 
figure 2.4, it is observed that in the case of equal cross and down-range resolution, large 
parts of the measured dataset are unused because a square area is needed. The penalty 
paid for this focusing is the loss of resolution, caused by discarding (large) parts of the 
measurement data, and by introducing numerical interpolation errors. 

The quality of the image that is obtained from the available data will depend on the band
width, the angular span and the spacing of the samples. These parameters cause a theoretical 
limitation to the resolution and the size of the image. These limits are directly related to 
the Nyquist sampling theorem. Further, the characteristics of the processing method will 
influence the overall quality. 
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2.3.1 Unfocused imaging 

The down-range position of a scatterer is derived from the round-trip propagation delay T. 

When the scatterer is at range R, the delay will he: 

2R 
T=

c 
(2.20) 

where c denotes the velocity of the propagating wave. Since the time and thus the down
range distribution is obtained from a signal with a certain bandwidth B, it will have a limited 
resolution. This is indicated by the down-range cell size: 

~T c 
Pd = c2 = 2B (2.21) 

where the relation B~T ~ 1 is used, which is the general uncertainty relation between Fourier 
pairs [22]. In this example, the total bandwidth is used. Therefore this down-range cell size 
can be considered as the optimum down-range resolution. When windowing-functions are 
used, the resolution will be poorer, but artifacts caused by the discontinuities at the fre
quency and angular limits, resulting in sidelobes, are suppressed. 

When the frequency response is sampled on N discrete points at distances ~/, the bandwidth 
will be: 

B = (N 1)~1 (2.22) 

These measurements are repeated at M discrete angular points, separated at distances ~(J. 
This results in a total angular span of: 

8 = (M -1)~O (2.23) 

When the Fourier transform of this bandwidth is calculated with an FFT, the resulting down 
range will exist of N points as well. This indicates that only a limited range is available. 
When the spacing between the range points as given by (2.21) is multiplied with N - 1, the 
total available down range is obtained: 

c 
RD=Pd(N-l)=2~1 (2.24) 

The resolution of the cross range is derived by considering the approximations that are made 
witb unfocused imaging: 

sin 0 ~ (J 

cos f) ~ 1 

I = 10 + ~I 10 (1 + ~:) ~ 10 (2.25) 

These approximations are only valid when both the angular span 8 and the bandwidtb Bare 
small. This means that the angular span is represented by a section on the lx-axis. The Ix
range tbat is used determines tbe resolution. It is calculated by applying the approximations 
to the definition of Ix in (2.9) and substituting the maximum angular span 8: 

2/0 
IXrange ~ -8 

c 
(2.26) 
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This results in a cross-range cell size: 

c 
Pc = 2/08 

CHAPTER 2. HIRES ISAR IMAGING 

(2.27) 

The total available cross range is given by multiplying the cross-range cell size with M - 1, 
where M represents the number of points in the FFT: 

(2.28) 

2.3.2 Focused imaging 

To determine the resolution of a focused image, the size of the Ix- fy area employed should be 
known. This rectangular area should lie inside the annular area that is available. Therefore, 
parts of the annular segment will be lost. When the total available bandwidth should be 
used, the usable angular span becomes infinitely small. The opposite is also true, when the 
total angular span is required, the usable bandwidth becomes infinitely small. Consequently, 
a compromise between these two situations has to be found. From figure 2.4 the edges of the 
area can be determined [29]. 

2fmax 
c 

c 

2fmin 
C 

Figure 2.4: Definition of usable angular span and bandwidth for focused imaging. 

The angle spall e3 and the lowest frequency Iminl determine the boundaries in the Ix-

3The angular region e to be used should be centered arround a 90 • 
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direction: 

fxmax = - f::cmin --tan -2fmin (0) 
c 2 

(2.29) 

Caution must be taken when using a large 0-span. fxmax must also follow: 

2fmax > 
C 

U::cmax)2 + (2f;in) 2 (2.30) 

resulting in: 

fxma:r; < ~J f~ax - f!in (2.31) 

< V8TolJ 
c 

(2.32) 

The lower frequency fmin, that is used, limits the lowest value of fy: 

2fmin 
c 

(2.33) 

It is clear that the f:r;min,ma::c increase when the lowest frequency is increased. This means 
that the cross-range resolution improves, but at the cost of a deterioration in down-range 
resolution. 

The upper value of the fy-axis is limited by the size of the fx-range. It is obtained by 
calculating the length of the side of the triangle which is composed by the positive fx-axis 
and the frequency axis. 

(
2fmax)

2 
_ f2 

C xmax (2.34) 

The cell sizes are obtained by calculating the reciprocals of the area sizes: 
1 1 

= ""7""----:::--
Y fYma:r; f Ymin 

Pd :::; (2.35) 

1 1 1 
Pc = = 

X f:r;max - fxmin 2fxmax 
(2.36) 

When equal resolution in cross and down range is required the cell size is given by [29]: 
5c 

(2.37) 

The points on the (rectangular) fx- fy grid have to be obtained by interpolation and therefore 
the number of interpolation points can determined by the user. Since the step size between 
the data points determines the size of the area that is imaged, this is influenced by the number 
of points that is used by the interpolation. This is indicated by: 

III 
Rd :::; Pd(N - 1) :::; yeN 1):::; f::,.fy(N 1) (N - 1) = f::,.fy (2.38) 

1 1 1 
Rc = Pc(M 1)= X(M-l)= LlfAM-l)(M-l)= Llf:r; (2.39) 

where N X M is the number of points used in the 2D-FFT. Care should be taken that the 
number of points is chosen correctly. When it is too small, aliasing effects can occur; when it 
is too large, interpolation errors can cause incorrect imaging at the edges of the area because 
the area becomes too large. 
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2.4 High Resolution Imaging 

In traditional imaging, resolution is limited by the fact that G(j,O) in (2.12) is not available 
over an infinite integration area. The image is obtained by calculating the spectrum of G(j, 8) 
with an 2D-FFT with a limited input area. A basic property of the FFT is that the number 
of input points always equals the number of output points. The image size is defined by the 
spacing of the input points and the resolution by the range of the input area. When the 
resolution has to be improved, a larger input area should be available for the FFT. When the 
available input area contains more information about the target than is revealed by the FFT, 
it should be possible to use extrapolation techniques on the input area. The extrapolation 
technique should thus translate the target information to areas outside the available part in 
a consistent way. This is the point where the available spectral estimation techniques are to 
be considered. Also there are several estimation methods, which try a different approach by 
not depending on an FFT, but by extracting parameters from the available input data, which 
then form an representation of the 'signal' as a whole (Le. full bandwidth). These parameters 
can also be used as a basis for extrapolation of the available data. This is the approach taken 
to extrapolate the radar data. 

As shown in figure 2.5, the extrapolation areas can be chosen to minimize the amount of 
to be extrapolated area, by using as much original data as available [30]. A problem which 
occurs, is that it is not sure on what basis (jx- /y-points versus /-O-points) the data should 
be extrapolated. From simulations and experimental data [30], it was shown that /x- /y-point 
extrapolation produce the best results for pointscatter like scatterers. The extrapolation of 
other scatterers and combined complex scatterers is reviewed in the next chapters. 

2fmax 
C 

2fmin 

C 

y 

e 

Figure 2.5: Definition of extrapolation zones for focused HiRes imaging. 



Chapter 3 

SIMULATION OF ReS 

3.1 Definition of Radar Cross Section 

From [6] the Radar Cross Section (RCS) is defined as: 

(3.1) 

where Ps is the power per unit solid angle scattered in a specified direction, and Pi the power 
per unit area in a plane wave incident on the scatterer from a specified direction. R is the 
distance from the scatterer to the point where the scattered power is measured, approaching 
infinity. If not otherwise stated, it is assumed that the transmitting and receiving antennas 
have the same polarization, the entire target is uniformly illuminated, the pulse is long enough 
to completely cover the target, and the receiving antenna is in the far field of the target. The 
unit of RCS is m 2 , in log scale often denoted as dBsm. 

R2 

Figure 3.1: Common Radar-measurement setup. 

11 
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The importance of RCS is clearly shown in the radar equation: 

Pre = ptr ' Gtr . ~. ).2Gre 

47rr? 41l"r~ 47r 
(3.2) 

where Pre is the received power, P tr the transmitted power, Gre the receiver antenna gain 
and Gtr the transmitter antenna gain (see figure 3.1). In this equation, the Pre is linearly 
dependend on (J". The RCS is also a function dependend on frequency, polarization, relative 
positioning of transmitter COi), scatterer (yaw, pitch, roll), receiver (Os). 

The frequency range of an RCS function can be divided roughly into three parts. In the 
Rayleigh region the wavelengths are large (low frequencies) compared to the scatterer dimen
sions. In the Mie or Resonant zone ). is of the same order of magnitude as the scatterer 
dimensions. In this region separate scatterer centers can be identified. However, they are 
regarded as groups, because multiple reflection effects C coupling between scatterer centers) 
occur. The Optical region is found where the em-waves may be approximated by rays (Geo
metrical Optics). 

3.2 The simulation program Res 19 

The (HiRes) imaging software has to be tested with well-defined targets, having known prop
erties. For this purpose a simulation program has been written (RCS191 ), which calculates 
the RCS versus frequency and aspect angle, for several simple scatterers. These scatteres 
can be placed at well-defined positions in the cross/down-range space. A drawback which 
occurs is that in real environments, there are no such real/measurable scatterers available, 
which have such a simple (theoretical) behavior. Due to limitations of the existing version 
of RCS19, some modifications are needed. The program RCS19 had to be modified at the 
following points: 

• change input sequence 

- add error checking against bogus input 

- menu structured / logical input flow 

- self explanatory 

• check already implemented targets on validity 

• add new targets: 

thin rectangular plate (user dimensions) 

thin cylinder (diameter < < ).), TM and TE incidence 

sphere 

• add user loadable (measured) target 

• (re )structure source code 

- include (more) comments 

1 March Microwave Systems B.V., 1989, Nuenen, The Netherlands. 
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- break up into functions and subroutines (structured programming) 

- make arrangements to easily add new targets, create extensions 

- use double precision variables where appropriate 

- create libraries 

• etc. 

Before discussing the actual version of RCS19, the theoretical part of the implemented 
scatterers is treated. 

3.3 ReS functions of some simple scatterers 

In [5} some scatterers are explicit derived with the Physical Optics method2 (P.O.). When 
comparing the implemented ReS responses with the formulas given, it can be concluded that 
errors were made in the case of the bar and cylinder scatterers. The derivation of the ReS 
function of these scatterers is given in the next paragraphs. 

3.3.1 ReS response of a thin rectangular flat plate 

First the thin rectangular flat plate ReS response is evaluated. This plate has height a, width 
b and is assumed to be infinitely thin. The simulation setup of the thin rectangular flat plate 
is shown in figure 3.2. The coordinate system is chosen such that it is rotated with the plate. 
The terms T M x , T Ex are derived from this, defining Transversal Magnetic and Transversal 
Electric to the plates x-axis. 

T Ex plane-wave incidence 

First we assume a T Ex plane wave travelling parallel to the yz-plane, incident on the thin 
rectangular flat plate, dimension a X b. The incident fields ii, Hi can be written as: 

Hi 

Ho!if(ay COS(Oi) + az sin(Oi»e-ik(ysin(9d-zcos(9;) 

axH oe-ik(y sin(9i )-zcos(8;» 

Using Physical Optics [5], we find for the scattered fields is, 11 8
: 

ES = 0 r 

E; = '!ifabklloe-ikr (0)' ( )sin(kzasin(Os)cos(4>8» 
- J - cos sm 4> . 

£ 211' r s S kznsin(Os)cos(¢s) 

sin(k;(sinCBs)sin(cPs) - sin(Oi») 

~(sin«(}s)sin(cPs) - sin(Bd) 

ES 

</> = 
-!if abkH 0 e-ikr ( ) sine k:t sin( 6s) cas( cPs» 

-J - cos 4> . 
£ 211' r s ;asin(Os)cos(4>s) 

sin(~(sin«(Js) sin(cPs) - sin(Od» 

~ (sin( 9s ) sin( cPs) - sine Oi» 

Physical Optics method is defined for far-field conditions, i.e. R ~ ZD2
/ A. 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 
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x 

y~ T/R 

'F 

Figure 3.2: Setup thin rectangular flat plate configuration. 

H S 
r = 0 (3.8) 

Ho = 
.abkHo e- jkr ()sin(k2a sin(Os)cos(4>s)) 

J --cos 4> . 
211' r s k

2
a sin(Os) cos(¢s) 

sine k{(sin(Os) sine ¢s) sine OJ))) 
(3.9) 

;b(sin(Os)sin(¢s) - sin(O;») 

H S 

'" 
= .abkHoe-jkr (0)' (¢ )sin(k2asin(Os)cos(¢s» 

-J --cos sm . 
211' r S s k

2
a sin(Os)cos(¢s) 

sine ;b(sin(Os) sin(4)s) - sin(ej») 
(3.10) 

k;(sin(Os)sin(4>s) - sin(lh» 

The ReS response for T Ex incidence is tIlen defined as: 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 
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T Mx plane-wave incidence 

Next we assume a T Mx plane wave travelling parallel to the yz-plane, incident on a thin 
rectangular flat plate, dimension a X b. The incident fields ii, jji can be written as: 

ii = axEoe-ik(Y sin(O;)-zcos{O;» 

if; = - ~(ii. cos(9;) + ii, sin(9;}}e-ik1y ,;.,(.,)-«M{")) 

Again using Physical Optics, we find for the scattered fields is, jj s: 

E S = 0 r 

E S 
0 = 'fFjabkEoe-ikr () () ( )sin(k2a sin(Os)cos(<ps» J -----cos O· cos 0 cos <p . 

£ 21T' r ' s s k
2
asin(Os)cos(<ps) 

sin(k{(sin(Os)sin(<ps) - sin(Od» 

;b (sin( Os) sine <Ps) - sine Oi» 

E S 
q, = .fFjabkEoe-ikr (). ( )sin(;asin(Os)cos(<ps» -J -----cos O· sm <p . 

£ 27r r ' s k
2
asin(Os)cos(<ps) 

sine k{ (sin( Os) sine <Ps) - sine Oi»)) 
;b(sin(Os) sin(<ps) - sin(Oi» 

HS 

r = 0 

He = 
.abkEoc-jkr (0). ( )sin(k2asin(Os)cos(<ps» J----cos . sm <p . 

21T' r ' s k
2
a sin(Os)cos(<ps) 

sin(;b(sin(Os) sin(<ps) - sin(Oi») 

k{(sin(Os) sin(<ps) - sin(Oi» 

HS 
q, = .abkEoc-jkr (0) (0) ( )sin(;a sin(Os)cos(<ps» J----cos . cos cos <p . 

21T' r ISS k
2
asin(Os)cos(<ps) 

sine ;b(sin(Os) sine <Ps) - sin(Oi») 

k{(sin(Os) sin(<ps) - sin(Oi» 

The ReS response for T Mx incidence is then defined as: 

(f3D,TM" = 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21 ) 

(3.22) 

(3.24) 
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The monostatic ReS response (<Pi ::::: <Ps ::::: ~11", (Ji ::::: Os) for a thin rectangular flat plate is 
defined as: 

(3.25) 

with: 

length b 

heigth ::::: a 

wavenumber k 
211" 

::::: -
A 

wavelength A 
c 

f 
incident aspect angle ::::: Oi 

Equation (3.25) is valid for both TMx and TEx incidence (this is in practical situations not 
completly true). The boresight-RCS response of a thin flat plate of O.75m x 2.5cm is shown 
in figure 3.3. 

E 10. 
U) 

ro 
'0 

Ol 
m 
L 

o. 

Ol -10. 

o 
.J 

-20.~~~~~-L-L~~~~~ ..... L_.L-~~~~~~ 
1. 6. 11. 16. 21. 

FREQUENCY (8Hz) 

Figure 3.3: ReS response of a thin rectangular flat plate, O.75m x 2.5cm. 

3.3.2 ReS response of a thin cylinder 

Next the ReS response of the thin cylinder is evaluated. This cylinder has a radius a and 
length 1. Because of its complexity, the infinite cylinder will be used to calculate the ReS 
response, which then is truncated at a length I (the influence of standing waves on this length 
I is not included in the derived model). The simulation setup of the thin cylinder is shown in 
figure 3.4. 
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T/R 

~ 
TEz 

z 

Figure 3.4: Setup cylinder configuration. 

T M z plane-wave incidence 

We assume a T Mz plane wave traveling parallel to the xz-plane, incident on a thin circular 
cylinder, radius a. Use will be made of the T Mz property of the incident wave, resulting in 
Hz = O. The incident E-field can be written as: 

iJi Eo( iix c.os( OJ) + iiz sine Oi) )e-ikx sin(Odeikz cos(O;) 

Using the following transformation, 

with: 

e-ik:c = e-jkpcos(<p) 

+00 L j-n In(kp )einI/J 
n=-oo 

+00 
L( -jtc'1Jn(kp) c.os(n4» 
n=O 

{ ~ n=O 
niO 

we find for the incident E-field iJi: 
+00 

E~ = Eosin(Oi)eikzcos(O;) L j-nJn(kpsin(Oi))einI/J 
n=-oo 

+00 
Eo c.os( 4» c.os(Odeikzcos(O;) L j-n In( kp sine 0;) )einI/J 

n=-oo 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 
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+= 
E~ = -Eo sine <p) cos(lh)ejkz cos(lJ;) I: j-n In(kp sine fJi) )ejnq, 

n=-= 
The scattered Ez-field can be written as: 

+00 
E; = Eosin(Os)e-jkzcos(IJ.) I: cnH~2)(kpsin(Os» 

n=-= 
The boundary conditions on the surface of the cylinder are: 

This results in the following equation: 

This equation is satisfied when: 

9s = 7r - Oi 

This results in: 

I n(kasin(9j)) in</> 

H~2)(kasin(Oi») e 

o 

< 7r 

;;; 7r 

Eli = -E sl'n(e.)-ikzcos(IJ;) ~ '-n In(ka sin«(Ji» H(2)(k . (e.) jn1/; 
z 0 t t:" L..t J (2). n p sm I e 

n=-oo Hn (kasm(fJj» 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

(3,39) 

(3.40) 

The other field components are calculated in the same way, also using the dependencies of the 
Maxwell equations (cylindrical coordinates) and the boundary conditions. The final results 
for the scattered fields E\ jj S are: 

+00 
j Eo cos( Oi)ejkzcos(9;) I: j-nanH~2)/(kp sine (Ii »ejn<P 

n=-oo 

jEo CO~«(Ji) ejkzcOS«(ii) I: nj-n+lanHA2)(kpsin«(ld)einrJ> 
p n::::-oo 

+00 
Eo sine 9j )eikz casCO;) L j-nan H

t
\2l( kp sine Oi )}ein<b 

n::::-oo 

o 

(3.41 ) 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 
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with: 

I n ( ka sin OJ) 

H~2)(ka sin fh) 
differentiation with respect to the argument 

Now the scattering width 0'2D is defined as: 

where: 

In(kasinOi) 

H~2)(ka sin (}i) 

{ ~ n=O 
niO 

T Ez plane. wave incidence 

19 

(3.47) 

(3.48) 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

(3.51) 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 

(3.54) 

(3.55) 

We assume a T Ez plane wave traveling parallel to the xz-plane, incident on a thin circular 
cylinder, radius a. Use will be made of the T Ez property of the incident wave, resulting in 
Ez = O. The incident H-field can be written as: 

iii = Ho( ax cos(Od + az sine Oi»e-ikxsin{Oileikz cos(O;} 

using transformation (3.29) we find: 

+00 
Hi 

z = Ro sine (}i }eikz COS(Oi) I: j-n In( kp sine (}i) )ein<b 

n=-oo 

+00 
Hi 

p = Ho cos ( <p) cos( Oi)eikz cos(O;) I: j-n I n( kp sine Oi»ejntf; 
n=-oo 

+00 
Hi 

r/> 
- Ho sine 4» cos( OJ )ejkz COS(fJi) L j-n I n{ kp sine Oi»ejn,p 

n=-oo 

The scattered Hz-field can be written as: 

+= 
H: = Ho sine Os )e-ikz cos(Os) I: dnll~2)(kp sine Os) 

n=-oo 

(3.56) 

(3.57) 

(3.58) 

(3.59) 

(3.60) 
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The boundary conditions on the surface of the cylinder are: 

E; = E~ + E! = 0 
E~ = E~ + E$ = 0 

(3.61 ) 

Because the boundary condition is expressed in E-field components, these have to be derived 
first. This can be done by using the Maxwell equations, resulting in: 

Ei 
z = o 

Ei 
p = 

E~ = ij¥HoeikZCOS(Oi) f i-nJ~(kpsin(Oi»ejn</> 
'1'1=-00 

The scattered E¢, can he written as: 

Applying the boundary conditions leads to the following equation: 

jHoj¥ [eikZCOS(Od nfoo j-nJ~(kpsin(8d)ejnq, 
+e-jkzcos{Os) nfoo dnH~2)/(kPSin(Os))l = 0 

which is satisfied when: 

J~ (ka sine 8d) in</> 
(2)' e 

H n (ka sin ((h) ) 

This results in: 

-Hosin(Oi)eikzcos(O;) I: j-n ~~;,kaSi~(Oi») H~2)(kpsin(fh»ejn</> 
n=-oo Hn (kasm(Oi) 

(3.62) 

(3.63) 

(3.64) 

(3.65) 

(3.66) 

(3.67) 

(3.68) 

(3.69) 

The other field components are calculated in the same way, again using the dependencies of 
the Maxwell equations and the boundary conditions. The final results for the scattered fields 
are: 

[ii +00 
jHoy ~ejkzCOS(Oi) L j-nbnH,F)'(kpsin(Bi»ejn<f> 

n=-(X) 

o 
+00 

H; = jHocos(8i)ejkzcos(Od L j-nbnH,\2)'(kpsin(8d)ein<f> 
n=-oo 

(3.70) 

(3.71) 

(3.72) 

(3.73) 
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jHo CO:(Oi) eikzcos(O;) E nj-n+lbnH,\2)(kp sin(Oi»einql 

P n=-oo 

+00 
Ho sine Oi)eikz cos((}.) L j-nbnHA2 )( kp sine Oi) )ein,p 

J~(ka sin 9i) 

Hi2)f (ka sin Oi) 

n=-oo 

differentiation with respect to the argument 

Now the scattering width (12D is defined as: 

~n = 

li [2 IHoI2; (7rkPs~n(Oi») 1 ~ b inrf>12] 
111 1rp IH 12J1. L.J n e 

p-+oo 0 -;; n=-oo 

2 
4 

n=-oo 

A 1+
00 

12 ~ (0.) L ~nbn cos(ne/» 
1r SIn , n=O 

J~(ka sin 9i) 

H A2
)f (ka sin 9d 

{ ~ n=O 
n#O 
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(3.74) 

(3.75) 

(3.76) 

(3.77) 

(3.78) 

(3.79) 

(3.80) 

(3.81 ) 

(3.82) 

The RCS response of the finite thin cylinder will be calculated by truncating the infinite thin 
cylinder to a length I (the influence of standing waves on this length I is not included). The 
scattering width (12D and the ReS response (13D are now related by: 

{
212 . 2( ) [sin(¥(COS(9i) + COS(Os»)]2} 

(13D - (12D - sm 9 . 
- A S,t kl( (0·) (0 ) 2 cos f + cos S 

I ~ a (3.83) 

For a thin cylinder, the 3D-RCS response is now defined as: 

(3.84) 

with: 

length = 
diameter = 2a 

wavenumber k 
21r 

= A 
incident aspect angle = o· , 

en { ~ n=O 
= n#O 
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_ Jn~ka sinil;) 
H~2 (kasinil;) 

_ J~fkasinili) 
HL2 '(kasin9;) 

JnO 
ni2) 0 

= Bessel function of the first kind 

J~O = 
ni2)/O 

Hankel function of second kind 

first derative of Bessel function of the first kind 

first derative of Hankel function of second kind 

The RCS responses of a thin cylinder, O.75m X 2.5cm, for both T Mz and T Ez polarizations, 
are shown in figure 3.5. 

20. b) 20. 

E 10. 10. 
m 
(J) 
'0 

O. O. 
OJ 
III 
::r 
OJ -10. -10. 
0 
-.I 

-20. -20. 
I. 6. 11. 21. I. 6. iI. 21. 

FREQUENCY FREQUENCY 

Figure 3.5: RCS response of a thin cylinder, a.75m x 2.5cm, a) TMz , b) TEz • 

3.3.3 ReS response of a sphere 

We assume a plane wave travelling along the z-axis, incident on a sphere, radius a. The 
incident field can be written as: 

(3.85) 

(3.86) 

U sing the next spherical wave transform [5] and expressing the field in spherical coordinates, 

+00 
Ex = e-jkrcos(9) = Lj-n(2n+ l)jn(kr)Pn(cos(O)) (3.87) 

n=O 

results in: 

E; = -jEo c(~;~) ~j-n(2n + l)jn(kr)P~(cos(O») (3.88) 

(3.89) 
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z 

o 

y 

Figure 3.6: Setup sphere configuration. 

E~ = -Eo CO~~4» f j-n(2n + l)jn(kr)P~(cos(e)) 
n=O 

(3.90) 

The scattered field is then given by: 

+00 
- j Eo cos( </» L bn [h(2)II(kr) + h(2)( kr)] p,! (cos( 9) < (3.91) ES = r 

n=l 

Eo = Eo cos(</» f [jbn ii(2)I(kr)Sin«(J)pfl - C.Jl(2)(kr)Pli\cos(O))] (3.92) 
kr n=l n sm( 9) 

ES 
¢> = ~; sine</»~ ~ [jbnh(2)f(kr)P~s\:~~\e)) - cnh(2)(kr)Sin(O)p~1] (3.93) 

bn == _j-n 211- + 1 j~(ka) (3.94) 
n(n + 1) h,\2)/(ka) 

Cn == 

The ReS response is given by: 

P~ (cos( 0) }]12 

C
n sin (0) 

(3.95) 

(3.96) 

(3.97) 

(3.98) 
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~ 'n [b P~(cos(B)) 
n=l J n sin( 0) 

2 

en sin( O)p~ll 
The monostatic ReS response of a sphere is given by: 

2 
>.2 +0::> (-1)n(2n+l) I 

with: 

(13D,sphe'l'e = 4 L:: h (2)1 A (2) 
1r n=l Hn (ka)Hn (ka) 

radius 

wavenumber k = 

H~2)O = 
H,;2)/O = 

a 
21r 
>. 

spherical Hankel function of second kind 

first derative of spherical Hankel function of second kind 

= differentiation with respect to the argument 

" = double differentiation with respect to the argument 

The ReS response of a sphere, radius 2.5cm, is shown in figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7: ReS response of a sphere, radius 2.5cm. 

(3.99) 

(3.100) 

The result of equation (3.100) is not used further. The implementation, known to be correct, 
already available in SCFSPHO is used in RCS19 (15],[3],[18]. 

3.4 Sampling requirements 

The scatttered field of a scatterer (configuration) turned around ()3 , having a diameter D and 
center 0, is sampled on a circle (see figure 3.8). The sampling has to be done at a spacing 
< >'min/2 (Nyquist criterion). From this the minimum of number of aspect sampling points 
is determined by: 

# li 
1f D 21f D fmax 

aspect samp 'ng points Ospan > = ~---
>'min/2 3600 c 3600 

(3.lOl ) 
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Figure 3.8: Sampling requirements in aspect range. 

The frequency sample spacing is determined by the unambigious (measurement) range length 
R (see figure 3.9). For the scatterer to be clearly seperated from transmitter/receiver (T /R) 
and other clutter, the following relation must be met to avoid aliasing. 

c 
26./ > 2R 

This results in a minimum numher of frequency sampling points, determined by: 

#frequency points in B (:/) 4RB 
>-

c 

T/R ~""'" •••••••••••• ¥ ............. ~ 

Figure 3.9: Sampling requirements in frequency range. 

has not to be tbe sca.tterer center! 

(3.102) 

(3.103) 
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3.5 Simulation of an arbitrarily positioned scatterer 

A scatterer located in the (calibration) turnpoint origin, boresighted (¢ = 0), has a complex 
ReS, which is described by the FORTRAN function SCFxxx(Frequency,A spect). When this 
scatterer is placed at an arbitrary position in the cross-down-range space, its ReS response 
will be modified accordingly due to the changed signal path 2~ (see figure 3.10). Also a 
boresight offset ¢ may be added, requiring a shift in the simulation aspect angle. This results 
in following relation: 

Res response = SCFxxx(Frequency,f}- ¢)e-2jk
fJ. (3.104) 

with: 

(3.105) 

(Xt'J} cos(B) Sin(B)]f Xi) 
ly/ l-sin(B) cos(B) lyi 

Figure 3.10: ReS response of an arbitrarily positioned scatterer. 

3.6 Interpolation techniques 

When a User Defined Target is used in simulations, the available (measured) data-grid does 
not coincide with the desired simulation data-grid. For this reason, data points have to be 
interpolated. Below various solutions to this problem are evaluated. 
Possible interpolation methods are: 

Averaging: Take average of 4 surrounding points 

+ very fast 

to coarse to be useful 

problems near corner points 
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Distance weighting: Closest point has largest weight. 

+ works fine on noisy data 

computationally intensive 

27 

weighting does not take deratives in account, which leads to incorrect values with 
planar tiles 

Linear: Interpolate linearly at boundaries, => 4 auxiliary points at boundaries. Interpolate 
linearly between two corresponding auxiliary points, => 2 points. Average these two 
points. 

+ works fine for all kind of data types (noisy, clean, etc.) 

o computationally intensive 

boundary points have to be close to avoid 'aliasing' /fiattening. This will lead to 
large data files, with corresponding measurement times and processing equipment 

Oversampling + Filtering: Increase data-point rate by adding zeros between the data
points. Filter higher-order parts (the interpolation filter). 

+ precise and correct 

computationally intensive 

boundary problems (=> windowing effects) 

maximum frequency component of input signal is unkown, resulting in aliasing 
effects 

only integer order oversampling possible. (Or ~ rational order, by first oversam
pIing by x, then decimation by y.) 

interpolation filter is rather complex (complexity increases with oversampling or
der) 

(Cubic) Splines: Polynomial approximations of data set 

+ works fine 

computationally intensive 

boundary problems 

Chosen is for the linear method because of its simplicity and ease of implementation. 
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3.7 3D plots of RCS19 simulation data 

In this section, the ReS responses of the thin rectangular flat plate, the thin cylinder (T Mz 
and T Ez polarization) and the sphere are included for various dimensions. All scatterer 
origins are located in the x-y origin 0, with horesight 4> = 0°. The scatterers are simulated 
for 1.0 GHz ... 21.0 GHz, 801 points (25.0 MHz steps), -45.0° .. .45.0°, 361 points (0.25° 
steps). 

• Simulations of thin rectangular flat plates (figure 3.11), 
length X height: 

- O.75m x 2.5mm (figure 3.12) 

- 0.75m x 1.0em (figure 3.13) 

- 0.75m x 2.5cm (figure 3.14) 

- O.75m x 1O.Ocm (figure 3.15) 

- O.75m x 37.5cm (figure 3.16) 

• Simulations of thin cylinders, both polariza.tions (T Mz figure 3.17, T Ez figure 3.23), 
length x diameter: 

- 0.75m X 2.5mm (T Mz figure 3.18, T Ez figure 3.24) 

- O.75m x 1.0cm (TMz figure 3.19, TEz figure 3.25) 

- O.75m x 2.5cm (TMz figure 3.20, TEz figure 3.26) 

- O.75m x lO.Oem (TMz figure 3.21, TEz figure 3.27) 

- O.75m x 37.5cm (TMz figure 3.22, TEz figure 3.28)4 

• Simulations of spheres (figure 3.29), 
diameter: 

2.5mm 

1.0cm 

- 2.5cm 

1O.Ocm 

37.5cm 

4 A remark we have to make, is that the simulations for the thin cylinders, 37.5cm diameter, are to be 
treated as invalid. The algorithm used for calculating the ReS response does not permit too large diameters, 
because the involved Hankel-function summations are truncated to early, avoiding numerical problems with 
large argument Hankel functions. 
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Figure 3.11: Simulations of thin rectangular flat plates, boresight-ReS response 
O.75mx2.5mm, O.75mx 1.0cm, O.7.5mx2.5cm, O.75mx 1O.Ocm, O.75mx37.5cm. 
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Figure 3.12: Simulation of a thin rectangular flat plate, O.75m X 2.5mm. 
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Figure 3.13: Simulation of a thin rectangular flat plate, 0.75m x 1.0cm. 
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Figure 3.14: Simulation of a thin rectangular flat plate, O.75m x 2.5cm. 
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Figure 3.15: Simulation of a thin rectangular flat plate, O.75m x 1O.Ocm. 
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Figure 3.16: Simulation of a thin rectangular flat plate, O.75m x 37.5cm. 
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Figure 3.17: Simulations of thin cylinders, T Mz polarization, boresight-RCS response, 
O.75mx2.5mm, O.75mx 1.0cm, O.75mx2.5cm, O.75mx lO.Oem, O.75mx37.5cm. 
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Figure 3.18: Simulation of a thin cylinder, T Mz , O.75m x 2.5mm. 
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Figure 3.19: Simulation of a thin cylinder, T Mz , O.75m X 1.0cm. 
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Figure 3.20: Simulation of a thin cylinder, TMz , O.75m X 2.5cm. 
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Figure 3.21: Simulation of a thin cylinder, T M z , a.75m x IO.Oem. 
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Figure 3.22: Simulation of a thin cylinder, TMn a.75m x 37.5em. 
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Figure 3.23: Simulations of thin cylinders, T Ez polarization, boresight-RCS response, 
O.75mx2.5mm, O.75mx 1.0on, O.75mx 2.5cm, O.75mx 1O.Ocm, O.75mx37.5cm. 
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Figure 3.24: Simulation of a thin cylinder, T E:;, O.75m x 2.5mm. 
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Figure 3.25: Simulation ofathin cylinder, TEz , O.75mx 1.0cm. 
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Figure 3.26: Simulation of a thin cylinder, T E z , O.75nl, X 2.5cm. 
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Figure 3.27: Simulation of a thin cylinder, T EZl O.75m x lO.Oem. 
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Figure 3.28: Simulation of a thin cylinder, T Ez , O.75m x 37.5cm. 
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Figure 3.29: Simulations of spheres, diameters 2.5mm, 1.0em, 2.5em, to.Oem, 37.5em. 

Thin rectangular flat plates 

Some characteristic features of the flat plate f -0 ReS response can be made visible by defining 
f or 0 a constant in equation (3.25), which results in: 

f :::: constant 

8 :::: constant 

(f3D '" cos2(Od' sinc2(Asin(Oi» 

{ 
8:f; 0 (f3D '" sin2(81) 
8:::: 0 (jaD""" P 

(3.106) 

(3.107) 

In these formulas, we can see that boresight-RCS response is proportional to P and off
boresight shows a sin20 dependency. When f is taken a constant, a sinc2 -dominancy occurs. 
For larger angles 0, the cos2-term produces a significant drop in amplitude. 

Thin cylinders 

The thin cylinder f-8 RCS response is also characterized by keeping f or 8 constant in 
equation (3.84), resulting in: 

f constant : q3D ~ I~ €nanl' cos(8;) . sinc'(C sin(8;)) (3.108) 

00 2 

8 = constant (faD"" L ~nan sinc2 (V 1) (3.109) 
n=O 
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From this, we see that the boresight-RCS response is only dependent on the summation factor. 
For f = constant, again the sinc2-term is dominant. The cos-dependency results in a slower 
drop for larger 0 than in the case of the thin flat plate. 

Spheres 

All three scattering regions (Rayleigh, Mie, Optical), are visible in figure 3.29. The Rayleigh 
region is dominant for the smaller spheres (2.5mm diameter). The Mie region clearly shows 
up in the graphs of the 1.0cm, 2.5cm and lO.Oem spheres. The 37.5em sphere graph best 
shows the Optical region. For the Rayleigh and the Optical regions, certain approximations 
can be made. This results in the following (approximated) formulas [3J,[5J: 

Rayleigh region (a < O.lA) 

Optical region (a > 2A) 

(3.110) 

(3.111) 



Chapter 4 

IMAGING AND 
EXTRAPOLATION 

4.1 Simulation and extrapolation 

In [30], the HiRes imaging program (SBF) has been developed. Also, several extrapola
tion programs are provided (BurgRCS, BurgFCS). Furthermore, the steps of focussing 
and imaging are separated (Focus and SqImag). This gives the possibility to apply data
processing algorithms in between. 

In this chapter, a review is made concerning what performance we might expect when using 
these HiRes imaging programs on (non-linear) complex scatterers (Le. real world targets). A 
comparison will be made between the various extrapolation techniques. Evaluation will be 
done with both simulation and measured data. 

4.2 The test/evaluation sequence 

Before defining the test/ evaluation sequence, the data flow between the various programs/modules 
to be used, is shown in figure 4.1. The program and datafile names and their descriptions are 
given below . 

• Programs 

ARCS: Program controlling measurement equipment, data acquisition 

RCS19: RCS simulation program 

Image: Standard imaging program (includes focussing and imaging algorithm) 

Focus: Standard focussing algorithm 

SqImag: Standard imaging algorithm 

BurgRCS: ReS /-0 extrapolation (uses the Burg algorithm) 

BurgFCS: FCS /x- /y extrapolation (uses the Burg algorithm) 

SBF: Focussing and extrapolation of missing /x- /y parts (uses the Burg algorithm) 

ThinOut: Select a datasubset from a larger dataset (resampling is possible) 

40 
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ImGate: Image gating program 

• Datafiles 

: ARCS 

.Rep/ .Res: f-6 RCS datafile, RCS response data 

• Rpf/ .Fcs: fx- fy FCS datafile, focused RCS data 

.Rpi/ .Ima: x-y IMA datafile, imaged RCS data 

~--------l ImGate I«i-----,. 

Figure 4.1: Dataflow between program modules. 

The test/evaluation sequence is now defined by: 

• Generation of test data 
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- Create reference data, large bandwidth, large aspect-angle ranges (RCS19, ARCS) 

• Boresight imaging 

- Select a small subrange, creating a data subset (ThinOut) 

- Standard imaging of reference and subset (Image) 

- Apply focussing on subset, reSUlting in fx- fy data (Focus) 

Extrapolation in f-(J domain (BurgRCS) 

Extrapolation in fx- fy domain (BurgFCS) 

- Enhanced imaging of subset (SBF) 

Apply imaging routines on focused data (SqImag) 

• Off-boresight imaging 

- Select a small subrange (centered around an off-boresight angle), creating a data 
subset (ThinOut) 

- Standard off-boresight imaging of reference and subset (Image) 
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- Apply focussing on subset, resulting in fx- fy data (Focus) 

- Extrapolation in f-O domain (BurgRCS) 

- Extrapolation in fx- fy domain (BurgFCS) 

- Enhanced imaging of subset (SBF) 

- Apply imaging routines on focused data (SqImag) 

• Scatter center separation by image gating 

- Apply image gating for scatter center separation on previous generated images 
(ImGate) 

. - Standard imaging of gated data (Image) 

- Apply focussing on gated data (Focus) 

- Extrapolation in f-O domain (BurgRCS) 

- Extrapolation in fx- fy domain (BurgFCS) 

- Enhanced imaging of subset (SBF) 

- Apply imaging routines on focused data (SqImag) 

4.2.1 Creating reference data and selecting datasubsets 

First, datasets have to be created, further to be used as reference. These will be created with 
the enhanced ReS-simulation program RCS19. 

• Simulations of thin rectangular flat plates, 
length x height: 

O.75m x 2.5mm 

O.75m x l.Oem 

- O.75m x 2.5em 

O.75m x IO.Oem 

O.75m x 37.5em 

• Simulations of thin cylinders, T Mz and T Ez polarization, 
length X diameter: 

O.75m X 2.5mm 

O.75m X I.Oem 

O.75m x 2.5em 

O.75m X IO.Oem 

- O.75m X 37.5em 

• Simulations of spheres, 
diameter: 

2.5mm 

I.Oem 
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- 2.5cm 

- 10.Oem 

- 37.5em 

• Edge diffraction simulation with two point scatterers, 
positioned (-0.375m, O.Om), (0.375m, O.Om), 0" = OdBsm 
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All scatterers are positioned in the origin 0, boresight 4> = 0°. The scatterers are simulated 
with (very) large bandwidth and aspect-angle range (1.0 GHz ... 21.0 GHz, 25.0 MHz steps, 
-45.0° ... 45.0", 0.25° steps, worst-case sampling requirements for given objects (Dmax = 
O.8385m) and bandwidth (Bmax = 20.0 GHz), are defined by fstep ::; 89.38 MHz and 
Ostep ::; 1.95°). The 3D plots of the RCS responses are shown in section 3.7. 

From the simulations, small subranges are selected, as if the data would have been measured 
(8.0 GHz ... 12.0 GHz, 25.0 MHz steps, -15.0° ... 15.0°,0.25° steps). The resulting data will 
be used to test/evaluate the extrapolation and HiRes imaging programs. 

To keep overhead to a minimum, the thin cylinder, 0.75m x 2.5em, T Mz , will be used as basis 
to evaluate the extrapolation/Hires imaging programs. 

4.2.2 Boresight imaging 

First, standard imaging (Image) is applied to the reference and subset data. The results are 
shown in figure 4.2. From these we can clearly view the differences in resolution caused by 
limitations in bandwidth and aspect angle. 

After focussing the reference and subset data (Focus), the extrapolation programs will be 
evaluated. First, the f-O extrapolation (BurgRCS) is performed. The extrapolated RCS 
data is then imaged (Image). The results are shown in figure 4.3. In this figure, we see 
that f-O extrapolation produces good imaging results. On the other hand, when we compare 
the extrapolated f-(J data with its original, we see that the extrapolation in f-domain works 
reasonably, but the (J-domain extrapolation diverges very fast. 

Next, the fx- fy extrapolation (BurgFCS) is performed. The extrapolated fx-fy data is then 
imaged (SqImag). The results are shown in figure 4.4. In this figure, we see that fx- fy 
extrapolation improves resolution considerably, but a strong ripple in the image data is in
troduced. 

Hereafter, the enhanced imaging (SBF) is performed. The produced fx- fy data is then im
aged (SqImag). The results are shown in figure 4.5. Because the resolution improvements 
are not that large (resolution improvement is greatly dependent on available bandwidth and 
aspect-angle ranges), the image of the subset data is included. Comparing the subset and 
enhanced image, we see that the enhanced image is much smoother than the subset image. 
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Figure 4.2: Standard boresight imaging of reference and subset data, 
thin cylinder, O.75m X 2.5cm, TMz polarization. 
a) Reference f-O RCS response, b) Subset I-e RCS response, 
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4.2.3 Influence from off-boresight imaging 

A second evalution sequence is done with off-boresight imaging. This is done to look at the 
behaviour of the extrapolations when the specular response (normaly at boresight) is not 
available in the subset data. 

From the simulations, again small subranges are selected, as if the data would have been 
measured (8.0 GHz ... 12.0 GHz, 25.0 MHz steps, -40.0° ... 10.0°,0.25° steps). 

First, standard imaging (Image) is applied to the reference and subset data, now with 
if> = -25°. The results are shown in figure 4.6. From these, we can clearly see the two 
edge diffraction points. Also the differences in resolution are shown (the subset image has a 
better cross-range resolution than the reference, where tradeoffs are made for a better down
range resolution). 

After focussing (Focus) the reference and subset data (<fJ = -25°), the extrapolation pro
grams will be evaluated. First, the f-O extrapolation (BurgRCS) is performed. The f-O 
data is then imaged (Image). The results are shown in figure 4.7. From this figure, we see 
that f-6 extrapolation produces good imaging results. When we compare the extrapolated 
f-O data with its original, we see that now the extrapolation in O-domain worked reasonably, 
and the f-domain extrapolation diverges. Also it is noticed, that the extrapolation does not 
produce any valid results behind the place where the specular response should have been. 

Next, the fx- fy extrapolation (BurgFCS) is performed. The fx- fy data is then imaged 
(Sqlmag). The results are shown in figure 4.8. From this figure, we see that fx- fy extrapola
tion largely improves resolution, but some aliasing like artifacts are introduced into the image. 

Hereafter, the enhanced imaging (SBF) is performed, <fJ = -25°. The fx- fy data is then 
imaged (SqImag). The results are shown in figure 4.9. Comparing the enhanced image with 
the original subset image, we see a strong decline in image quality. Due to some errors in the 
enhanced imaging program, this result should be treated with caution. 
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Figure 4.6: Standard imaging of reference and subset data, 
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Figure 4.9: Enhanced imaging of subset data, 
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4.2.4 Edge simulation by two point scatterers 

To further investigate the behaviour of off-boresight imaging and the good results acquired 
with point scatterers [30], a simulation is done where the edge diffraction of the cylinder is 
simulated by two point scatterers (positioned at (-0.375m, O.Om) and (O.375m,0.Om». Ref
erence and subset data are made with the same bandwidths and aspect-angle ranges. 

First, standard imaging (Image) is applied to the reference and subset data, ¢> = -25°. The 
results are shown in figure 4.10. The interference of the two point scatterers is dearly visible 
in the reference f-O data. 

After focussing (Focus) the reference and subset data (¢> = -25°), the extrapolation pro
grams will be evaluated. First, the f-8 extrapolation (BurgRCS) is performed. The f-8 data 
is then imaged (Image). The results are shown in figure 4.11. From these, we find the same 
results as with the thin cylinder (figure 4.7). Again, we see that f-8 extrapolation produces 
good imaging results. When we compare the extrapolated f-8 data with its original, we see 
that neither the extrapolation in f-domain or 9-domain worked reasonably. Also it is noticed, 
that the extrapolation does not produce any valid results behind 8 = 0°. 

Next, the fx- fy extrapolation (BurgFCS) is performed. The fx- fy data is then imaged 
(SqImag). The results are shown in figure 4.12. From this figure, we see that fx- fy extrap
olation largely improves resolution, but again some aliasing like artifacts are introduced into 
the image. 

Hereafter, the enhanced imaging (SBF) is performed, ¢> = -25°. The fx- fy data is then 
imaged (SqImag). The results are shown in figure 4.13. Comparing the enhanced image 
with the original subset image, we see again a strong decline in image quality. Due to some 
errors in the enhanced imaging program, this result should be treated with caution. 
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Figure 4.10: Standard imaging of reference and subset data, 
two point scatterers, if; = -25°. 

a) Reference f-O RCS response, 
c) Contour plot standard imaging 

reference data, 
e) 3D plot standard imaging refer-

ence data, 

b) Subset f-O RCS response, 
d) Contour plot standard imaging 

subset data, 
f) 3D plot standard imaging subset 

data. 
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4.3 Scatter center separation by image gating 

Reference [30) has shown that the extrapolation algorithms perform best for point scatterers. 
This property has been used by performing an image gating, on the measured or simulated 
data, removing non-point scatterer responses from the imaged data. This will produce new 
scattering data containing point scatterers only, which coincides with the forementioned prop
erty of the extrapolation algorithms. It will result in better HiRes images than without the 
image gating technique. 

4.3.1 Image gating on the thin cylinder 

As input we will use the off-boresight imaged thin cylinder. From this image the rightmost 
scatter center is separated (see figure 4.14). The resulting f-O data is imaged again (image 
gating results in a small reduction of resolution) . 
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Figure 4.14: Scatter-center separation by image gating, 
thin cylinder, 0.75m x 2.5cm, T Mz polarization, tP = -250

• 

a) Contour plot standard imaging b) Contour plot standard imaging 
reference data, subset data with ImGate image 

c) Contour plot standard imaging 
scatter center. 

gating boundaries, 
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After focussing (Focus) the separated scatter center (cf> = -25°), the extrapolation programs 
will he evaluated. First, the I-e extrapolation (BurgRCS) is performed. The 1-0 data is 
then imaged (Image). The results are shown in figure 4.15. From these graphs, we see good 
resolution improvement. The 1-0 data cannot he compared with a suitable reference, since 
there is no possibility to generate one. 
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Figure 4.15: 1-0 extrapolation of ImGate data, 
thin cylinder, O.75m X 2.5cm, T Mz polarization, <p = -25°. 

a) Contour plot standard imaging b) 3D plot standard imaging extra-
extrapolated 1m Gate data, polated ImGate data. 

Next, the Ix-Iy extrapolation (BurgFCS) is performed. The Ix-Iy data is then imaged 
(Sqlmag). The results are shown in figure 4.16. Again resolution is improved. No aliasing
like artifacts are generated. 
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Figure 4.16: Ix- /y extrapolation ofImGate data, 
thin cylinder, O.75m x 2.5cm, T Mz polarization, <p - 25°. 
a) Contour plot standard imaging b) 3D plot standard imaging extra-

extrapolated ImGate data, polated ImGate data. 

Hereafter, the enhanced imaging (SBF) is performed, cf> = -25°. The Ix-/y data is then 
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imaged (Sqlmag). Due to program failures, no results are available. 

4.3.2 Image gating on a scale model B747 

As a test, measurement ReS data of a 1:100 scale model from a Boeiing 747 has been taken 
through the process of scatter center separation and extrapolation. On the reference image 
an image gating is performed, such that only nosetip and outermost wingtip responses are 
available (see figure 4.17). 
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Figure 4.17: Scatter center separation by image gating, 1:100 scale model B747. 
a) Contour plot standard imaging b) Contour plot standard imaging 

reference data with ImGate image scatter centers, 
gating boundaries, 

c) 3D plot standard imaging scatter 
centers. 

After focussing (Focus) the separated scatter-centers, the extrapolation programs will be 
evaluated. First, the 1-0 extrapolation (BurgRCS) is performed. The resulting 1-0 data is 
then imaged (Image). The results are shown in figure 4.18. From these we see that resolution 
has improved, but some artifacts have been added to the image. 

Next, the Ix- Iy extrapolation (BurgFCS) is performed. The resulting Ix'ly data is then 
imaged (SqImag). The results are shown in figure 4.19. From these we see that resolution 
improvement is considerable, no artifacts are introduced. 
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Figure 4.18: /-8 extrapolation of ImGate data, 1:100 scale model B747. 
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Fignre 4.19: /x-/y extrapolation of ImGate data, 1:100 scale model B747. 
a) Contour plot standard imaging b) 3D plot standard imaging extra-

extrapolated ImGate data, polated ImGate data. 

Hereafter, the enhanced imaging (SBF) is performed. The /x- /y datais then imaged (Sqlmag). 
The results are shown in figure 4.20. Again the resolution improvement is significant. 
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Figure 4.20: Enhanced imaging of lmGate data, 1:100 scale model B747. 
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a) Contour plot enhanced imaging b) 3D plot enhanced imaging Im-
ImGate data, Gate data. 
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4.4 Summary 

In the previous section, it has been shown that when an object has a non-linear response in 
frequency or aspect range, the extrapolation algorithm is likely to introduce errors. The most 
likely explanation is that these errors are caused by the limited linear polynomial which the 
algorithm tries to fit on the available data. When the available data amount is large enough, 
the dynamic range changes' only slightly. Precautions must be taken when the available data 
amount is not sufficiently large. 

Gating can be used to separate non-linear parts from the image before extrapolation is applied. 
This also gives the possibility to gate out diffraction-like phenomena. After extrapolation, 
the boresight response (which is several orders of magnitude larger than the diffraction com
ponents) is not available in the spectrum anymore. This also implies that caution must be 
taken when the imaging angle is near the boresight region, because the main contribution to 
the image is from 'incorrectly' extrapolated 'boresight' data. 

A conclusion is that HiRes imaging techniques (BurgRCS, BurgFCS, SBF) are applicable 
to complex scatterers, when used with caution. However, further testing of these HiRes 
imaging applications is needed, to derive some rules of thumb about the validity for the 
produced results and to which extend the extrapolation may be performed without introducing 
to much errors. 



Chapter 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusions 

First a thorough study of the Signal Processing theory concerning extrapolation techniques 
has been done. Next, the imaging theory used in the program Image has been studied. This 
was needed to get an insight in how certain measnrement/imaging parameters influence res
olutions. 

At this point, the ReS simulation program RCS19 had to be updated. For this purpose, 
the ReS responses of the thin rectangular plate, thin cylinder (both polarizations) and the 
sphere were derived. Also the possibility to include a user-load able scatterer from a previous 
measurement/simulation has been added. 

After this, the performance of the various extrapolation techniques were evaluated with sim
ulated ReS data. From this, we conclude that 1-0 extrapolation produces improved imaging 
results. But when comparing the I-e ReS data with its original, we find that only a small 
area is extrapolated correctly. The imperfect extrapolation results in artifacts in the images. 
Comparing the lx-Iv extrapolation with the 1-0 extrapolation, we conclude that results are 
better for lx-Iv extrapolation (less severe artifacts although aliasing-like errors occur). An ad
vantage of the Ix- Iy extrapolation is the possibillity to extrapolate with a large factor, wereas 
the 1-0 extrapolation is limited by the focussing set following the extrapolation. The extrapo
lation of the missing focussing parts is a good alternative, combining both other extrapolation 
techniques, using as much original data as possible. The achieved resolution improvement 
is lower than with the other two techniques, but the resulting images contain less artifacts. 
The output of the SBF program can also be used as input for the Ix- Iy extrapolation program. 

The second part in evaluating the extrapolation techniques, was to perform a scatter center 
separation by image gating, before using the extrapolation programs. With the results we 
demonstrated that the resulting images are of the same quality as the ones without image 
gating. Image gating is recommended for complex scatterers as with the B747 model. 

Due to some errors in the extrapolation program SBF, the off-boresight images produced by 
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this procedure are to be regarded with caution. 

5.2 Recommendations 

Because generaly a program is never finished, several recommendatio~s for RCS19 can be 
made: 

• Add more scatterer types 

• Use of more enhanced scatterer RCS-response functions 

• Add a more sophisticated scatterer setup procedure (edit scatterer definitions (add, 
delete, modify), load/save a predefined setup from/to file, etc.) 

• Add multiple axis variables (e.g. variable diameters as simulation parameter) 

• Add a real Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

• Support use of Command Line calls (e.g. res 19 -ifile sphere.inp -ofile sphere -fstart= 1.50d9 
-fstop=3.0d9 -fpts=801 -astart ... ). 

For the extrapolation/Hires Imaging programs, the following recommendations can be made. 
Further testing of these HiRes imaging applications is needed to derive some rules of thumb 
about the validity for the produced results and to which extent extrapolation may be per
formed without introducing too much errors. Also the possibility of using other extrapolation 
algorithms has to be investigated. 
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Appendix A 

SIGNAL PROCESSING 

A.l Stochastic signals 

Common definitions 

E[x] is the Expectation of x 
A[x] is the time Average of x 

wide-sense stationary processes 

E[X(t)] = X = constant 

E[X(t)X(t+ r}] == Rxx(r) 

Ergodic functions 

A[X(t)] = E[X(t)] = X = constant 

A[X(t)X(t + r)] = E[X(t)X(t + r)] = Rxx(r) 

A[X(t)Y(t + r)J = E[X(t)Y(t + T)J = Rxy( T) 

where X(t) and yet) are simultanious ergodic. 

Correlation functions 

Rxx(t, t + T) - E[X(t)X(t + T)J wide-8en~ationar!l RXX(T) 

Rxy(t,t+r) _ E[X(t)Y(t+T)Jwide-sen~ationar!l RXY(T) 

A.2 Signal processing theory 

First several entities have to be defined, to provide a consistent base [16],[24],[27],[28]. 

x(t) the continuous signal x with dependence in the variable t 

Xi, xli] : the itk sample of the signal x( t) 
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(A.1) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

(AA) 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 
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x 

X 

Xi, x[i} 
X 

X 

ei. eli} 
e 

e 

Resulting in: 

the union of n samples Xi 

the n samples Xi arranged as a vector 

the estimation of Xi 

the union of n estimations Xi 

the n estimations Xi arranged as a vector 

the ith error in estimation Xi, ei = xi - xi 
the union of n errors ei 

the n errors €i arranged as a vector 

X= {Xl,X2"",Xn-l,Xn } X {Xl,X2, ... ,Xn-l,Xn } e {el,e2, ... ,en-l,en } 

Xl Xl el 
X2 X2 e2 

x= x= e= 
Xn-l Xn-l en-l 

Xn Xn en 

most vector entities have similar mathematical relations as their single elements= 

e x-x 
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(A.8) 

The sampled signal x is defined as the convolution of the signal X and the delta function: 

Xi = x(iT) = xCt) * o(t - iT) 

where T is the sampling time. 

This can also be defined in the already discrete signal: 

where On-i is the Kronecker deltafunction. 

Estimation filters 

Estimation of kth element from x's (whole) past: 

Ie-I 

L UnXn 
n:::-oo 

Dependence on only I last samples: 

k-l 

XIc = L UnXn 

n=k-J 

(A.9) 

(A.IO) 

(A.l1) 

(A.12) 
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The spectral factorization theorem 

One way of depicting a random signal is to consider it as output of an causal and stable linear 
filter, with system function L(z), driven by a stationary un correlated signal irk] (white noise 
having a 0'-:,,) (see figure A.I). The spectral factorization theorem guarantees the existence of 
a causal and stable random signal generator filter for a stationary discrete-time process x[kJ. 
The spectral factorization theorem states: 

Where 

B(z) (Xl 

L(z) = - = Ll z-q 
A(z) q=O q 

(A.I3) 

(A.14) 

(A.I5) 

with B( z) and A( z) minimal-phase polynomials (all zeros are inside the unit circle). The 
constant err., is chosen such that 10 1. 

irk] 
L(z) 

x[k] irk] 

Figure A.I: Innovation and Whitening filter L(z) and L-1(z) 

Autoregressive (AR) model 

filter coefficients 
x[kt ... ,x[k- N + 1] model spectrum ~(z) 

parameters estimate 

variance d! 

x[k], ... ,x[k- N + 1] spectrum X(z) 
DFT estimate 

~ 

Figure A.2: Spectrum estimation 

An application of the spectral factorization theorem is to estimate the signal spectrum from 
the innovation filter coefficients, instead of a plain DFT. This is done because spectrum es
timators often have a much better frequency resolution than classical methods. Another 
important application is the classification of the data. It is often easier to compare the 
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x[ k]!I ... , x[ k - N + 1] analysis Lx(z), an algorithm ~ x 

reference 
dataset 

correlator / 
~ threshold 

~ 

y[kl, ... ,y[k - N + 1] analysis 
I 

algorithm -+ Ly(z), any 

unknown 
dataset 

Figure A.3: Signal classification/ dectection 

extracted model parameters, than comparing the datastream with another one. Further ad
vantage is that often the full datastream can be described with few parameters without losing 
information. 

For an so called Autoregressive (AR) model, the innovation filter L(z) is defined with B(z) = 1, 
resulting in: 

(A.16) 

with: 

M 

A(z) = L: anz-n (A.17) 
n=O 

Where M is the order of A( z). This results in a difference equation defined as: 

M 

x[k] = irk] + L: anx[k - p1 (A.18) 
n=O 

Burg's Algorithm 

The Burg algorithm can be compared to the Levinson algorithm. The difference is the change 
in calculation of the IP' The Burg algorithm is: 
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Initialize: 

Do i == 0, N - 1: 

E jorward,O( i) x( i) 

Ebackward,O( i) == x( i) 

Ao = (1,0) 

Do p 1, Burgorder: 

'Yp,burg 

E(p) 

Levinson recursion: 

Ap,a (1,0) 
Do i = l,p- 1: 

Ap,i = Ap-1,i - 1pA;-1,p-i 

Ap,p -1p 

Update prediction errors: 

Do i p,N -1: 

Ejorward,p(i) = EjDrward,p-l(i) - 'YpEbackward,p-l(i - 1) 

Ebackward,p(i) = Ebackward,p-l(i 1) -1;Ejorward,p-l(i) 



Appendix B 

DEFINITIONS OF RELATIONS 
BETWEEN BESSEL 
FUNCTIONS 

B.1 Bessel functions 

Bessel functions are the solutions to the next differential equation: 

2 d2 ZII dZIl 2 2 
Z dz2 + Z dz + (z - II )Z" = 0 (B.1) 

where Z,1I and ZII are complex. II is called the order of the Bessel function. If v is an integer, 
it is often put as n. 

Some special Bessel functions are: 
Bessel functions: JII ( z) functions of first kind 
Neumann functions: YII(z) functions of second kind 
Hankel functions: H~l)(Z) functions of third kind 

H~2)(z) 

The Neumann functions are defined as: 

Y,,(z) 
JI/(Z) cos(II1r) - -'-v(z) 

= II not an integer 
sin (1I1r ) 

Ii Y. ( ) 
- Ii JII(z) cos(V1r) - J_II (z) 

m 1/ Z - m -"--'------'-. ----''------'--'-
v-m I/-+n sln(lI1i') 

The Hankel functions are defined as: 

H~l)(Z) = Jv(z) + jYI/(z) 

H£2)(z) = JI/(z) jYv(z) 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 

(B.5) 

Where HS1)(z) is the Hankel function of the first kind, and H£2)(z) the Hankel function of 
the second kind. 
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General solutions to (B.t), can be written as: 

Zv(Z) = A1Jv(z) + A2J_ 1I(z) // not an integer 

Zn(z) = A3Jn(Z) + A4Yn(Z) 
Zn(z) = A5H~1)(z) + A6H~2)(z) 

Yv(z) is often denoted as NlI{z). 
Several symmetry relations can be derived: 

J_n(Z) = (-ItJn(z) 

JnC -z) = (-It In(z) 

Y-n(z) = ( -ltYn(z) 
Yn( -z) = (-ltYn(z) 

From these, same relations are derived for the Hankel functions: 

H5!2(z) = (-It H~l)(z) 
HAI )( -z) = (-It Hil)(z) 

H~22(z) = (-ltHi2)(z) 

Hi2) ( -z) = (_l)n Hi2)(z) 

Also some recurrence relations are derived for the deratives of Bessel functions: 

ZlI-l(Z) + ZV+1(z) = 2// ZlI(Z) 
Z 

ZlI-l(Z) - Zv+1(z) = 2Z~(z) 

Z~(z) 
// 

= -2ZlI(z) + ZlI-l(Z) 

Z~(z) 
// 

= 2ZlI(z) - ZvH (z) 

where Zv denotes any linear combination of Jv, Yv, HEI) or H~2). 

B.2 Modified Bessel functions 

Modified Bessel functions are the solutions to the following differential equation: 

2,d2MlI dMlI 2 2 
Z dz2 + ZT - (z + v )Mv 0 

where z,v and My are complex. 

Special Modified Bessel functions are: 
Iv(z) functions of first kind 
Kv(z) functions of second kind 

General solutions to (B.2), can be written as: 

(B.6) 
(B.7) 

(B.8) 

(B.9) 

(B.IO) 

(B.ll) 

(B.12) 

(B.13) 

(B.14) 

(B.15) 

(B.16) 

(B.17) 

(B.l8) 

(B.19) 

(B.20) 

(B.21 ) 

(B.22) 
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In the same manner as above, some symmetry relations can be derived: 

Ln(z) = In(z) (B.23) 

In( -z) = (-ltIn(z) (B.24) 

In(z) = j-n In(jz) (B.25) 

In(z) = rJn(-jz) (B.26) 

K_n(z) Kn(z) (B.27) 

Kn(-z) = (-ltKn(z) (R28) 

Kn(z) i jn+1 H~l)(jx) (B.29) 

Kn(z) = i( _j)n+1 H~2)( -jx) (B.30) 

B.3 Spherical Bessel functions 

Another set of Bessel functions are the spherical Bessel functions. These are directly related 
to the regular cylindrical Bessel and Hankel functions as: 

jn(x) {;;In+1 / 2(X) (B.3l) 

Yn(x) = {;;Yn+1/2(X) (B.32) 

h~t}(x ) = {;; (1) 
2x Hn+1/2(X) (R33) 

h~2)(x) {;; (2) 
2x H n+1/2(X) (B.34) 

where jn(x), Yn(x), h~l)(x), h~2)(x) are the spherical Bessel and Hankel functions. 

Another set of spherical Bessel and Hankel functions occur. These are noted as In(x), Yn( x), 
h!l)(x), h~?)(x), and are related to the other spherical Bessel and Hankel functions by: 

In(x) = xin(x) = ~Jn+1/2(X) (B.35) 

Y,.(x) = ~ xYn(x) = T~'+1/2(X) (B.36) 

h~l)(x) = xh~l)(x) ~ (1) T Hn+l/Z(x) (B.37) 

hA2)(x) = (2) ~ (2) xhn (x) = THn+1/2(X) (R38) 
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B.4 Implementation of Bessel functions 

B.4.1 Bessel functions 

First the Bessel functions of the first kind are implemented [25],[14]. The Bessel functions 
are approximated in two regions, Ixl < 8 and Ixl ;::: 8. In the first region an approximation 
with a polynomial is chosen. In the second region, combinations of two polynomials and the 
asymptotic form approximations are made. This results in the following basic formulas; 

t Ti X2i 

Ix[ < 8 Jo(x) = i=O . 
SjX2J 

(B,39) 

Ix[ < 8 (BAO) 

Ixl ;::: 8 Jo(x) f!x {COS(x (BAl) 

Ixl;::: 8 (BA2) 

In BESSJOO, the following expresions are used; 

Ixl < 8 Jo(x) = Ro + x
2
(Rl + x

2
(R2 + x

2
( ... + x

2
(Rs + xl Rg»))))))) (BA3) 

So + x2(S} + x2(S2 + x2( ... + x2(Ss + x2 Sg»»»» 

IIr { 7r 64 64 64 64 64 
Ixl ;::: 8 Jo(x) - cos(lx! - )(Po + -(Pt + -(P2 + -( ... + -CPs + -P6»»» 

7rlxl 4 x2 x2 x2 x2 x2 

8. 7r 64 64 64 64 64 } 
-~sm(lxl-4)(Qo+ x2{Ql+ x2(Q2+ x2("'+ x2(Qs+ x2Q6»»))) (BA4) 

In BESSJI0, the following expresions are used: 

Ixl < 8 J
1
(x) = x Ro + x2

(Rl + x2
(R2 + x2

( ... + x2
(Rs + x2

Rg»»»» 
So + x2(Sl + x2(S2 + x2( ... + x2(Sg + X2Sg»))))))) 

(BAS) 

{ 
3 64 64 64 64 64 

cos(lxl -7r)(Po + 2(Pl + z(P2 + 2('" + z(Ps + zP6 »»» 4 x x x x x 
8. 3 64 64 64 

-- sm(lxl -7r)(Qo + -(Q1 + -(Q2 + -( ... 
Ixl 4 x2 x2 x2 

64 64 } ... + 2"(Qs + 2"Q6»»» sgn(x) 
x x 

In BESSJO the following recurrence relations are used: 

n~x (forward recurrence) 

n>x (backward recurrence) 
x 

(BA6) 

(BA7) 

(BA8) 
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For n :s; x, the forward recurrence is initiated by first calculating Jo( x) and J1 (x). For n > x, 
the backward recurrence is started by first estimating a large nand calulating J n (x). Because 
FORTRAN 77 does not permit recursive programming, recursion is done in a do loop. Extra 
care has to be taken when n ~ x. The case x = 0 is treated separately to speed up calculations. 

BA.2 Neumann functions 

Next the Neumann functions are implemented. The Neumann functions are also approximated 
in two regions, Ixl < 8 and Ixl 2: 8. In the first region an approximation with a polynomial 
is chosen, combined with a logarithmic term. In the second region, combinations of two 
polynomials and the asymptotic form approximations are made. This results in the following 
basic formulas: 

t Ti X2i 

I I () i-O 2 
x < 8 Yo x ::::: . + -Jo(x)ln(x) 

E SjX2J 1f' 
(B.49) 

;=0 
t Ti X1i 

Ixl < 8 Yi(x) = x i~O . + 3. {J1(x)ln(X) - .!.} 
E SjX1J 'If' X 

(B.50) 

j=O 

Ixl 2: 8 Yo(x) = f2{Sin(X - !yf:Pi (~)2i + cos(x _~) tqj (~)2j} 
V ;; 4 i=O x 4 j=O x 

(B.Sl) 

ff{ 3" (8)li 8 3" (8)li} Ixl2:8 Yi(x)= - sin(x--1r)LPi - +-cos(x--1r)LQj-
1f'X 4 i=O x x 4 j=O x 

(B.52) 

In BESSYOO the following expressions are used: 

Ixl < 8 
YO(x) = Ro + XZ(RI + XZ(R2 + x2( ... + x2(Rs + x2 Rg»»»» 

So + x2(Sl + X 2(S2 + x2( ... + x2(S8 + x2S9»»»» 
2 

+-Jo(x)ln(lxl) (B.53) 
11" 

Ixl 2: 8 Yo(X)~j 2 {sin(lxl-~)(Po+ 6\ PI + 64(pz + 64( ... + 64(ps + 64ps)))))) 
1rlxl 4 x2 xZ x2 x2 x2 

8 'If' 64 64 64 64 64 } 
+y;jcos(lxl- 4)(Qo+ x2(Ql+ x1(Q2+ x2("'+ xzCQs+ X2Q6»)))) (B.54) 

In BESSYIO the following expressions are used: 

Ixl < 8 
Y

1
(x) := X Ro + x1(R1 + x2(Rz + x2

( •.• + x2 (Rs + xl Rg»»»))) 
So + x1(51 + X2(SZ + x2( ... + xZ(Ss + x2S9»»»))) 

+; (J1 (x) Infix!) ;.) (B.55) 
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In BESSYO the following recurrence relation is used: 

2n 
Yn+1(x) = -Yn - Yn-1(x) 

X 
(forward recurrence) (B.57) 

The forward recurrence is initiated by first calculating Yo( x) and YI (x). The recurrence rela
tion is stable for all nand x. Because FORTRAN 77 does not permit recursive programming, 
recursion is done in a do loop. 

B.4.3 Modified Bessel functions of first kind 

Next the modified Bessel functions of first kind are implemented. These are approximated in 
two regions, Ixl < 3i and Ixl ;:::: 3~. In the first region an approximation with a polynomial 
is chosen. In the second region, a combination of a polynomial and the asymptotic form 
approximation is made. This results in the following basic formulas: 

Ixl < 3~ 
.. (4X) 2i 

Io(x) = 2: Pi -
i=O 15 

(B.58) 

Ixl < 3~ .. (4X) 2i 
ft(x) = X LPi -

i=O 15 
(B.59) 

Ixl;:::: 3~ Io(x) = 
eX {t,q, C!y} (B.60) 

Ixl z 3~ ft(x) 
eX {~qi C:y} (B.61) 

In BESSIOO the following expressions are used: 

(B.62) 

(B.63) 
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Ixl < 3~ 

In BESSIO the following recurrence relations are used: 

2n 
= --In + In-l (x) 

X 
(forward recurrence) 

2n = -In + In+J(x) 
X 

(backward recurrence) 
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(B.64) 

(B.65) 

(B.66) 

{B.67) 

The forward recurrence relation is unstable for all n and x. The downward reccurence has to 
be used instead. First a n is estimated in the same manner as for In(x), n > x. Only the 
normalization differs by its alternating minus sign. Because FORTRAN 77 does not permit 
recursive programming, recursion is done in a do loop. 

BAA Modified Bessel functions of second kind 

Next the modified Bessel functions of second kind are implemented. These are approximated 
in two regions, Ixl < 2 and Ixl 2 2. In the first region an approximation with a polynomial 
is chosen, combined with a logarithmic term. In the second region, a combination of a 
polynomial and the asymptotic form approximation is made. This results in the following 
basic formulas: 

(B.68) 

(B.69) 

(B.70) 

(B.71 ) 

In BESSKOO the following expressions are used: 

Ixl < 2 
? Ixl x2 x2 x2 x2 x2 

Ro(x) = In( T)[o(lxl) + PI + 4(P2 + 4(P2 + 4(P3 + 4(P4 + 4(Ps + 
x 2 x 2 

4(Ps + 4P1»»)) (B.72) 
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(B.73) 

In BESSKIO the following expressions are used: 

Ixl < 2 

(B.74) 

(B.75) 

In BESSKO the following recurrence relation is used: 

(forward recurrence) (B.76) 

The forward recurrence is initiated by first calculating Ko(x) and Kl(X). The recurrence 
relation is instable for all n and x, but because of the growing nature of Kn(x), this presents 
no problem. Because FORTRAN 77 does not permit recursive programming, recursion is 
done in a do loop. 
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